WORKPLACE CONSULTANT
COMPANY DETAILS
Profile Group has specialized in selection and recruitment for 30 years for a wide range of companies. Our goal is to help you
in your job search, to optimize your application process and to enhance your skills in order to succeed in an interview.
For our client active in Real Estate services for companies, we are looking for a "Workplace Consultant" for Brussels.

FUNCTION
The 4-person Workplace Strategy team is passionate about how organisations work and how to translate this into new and
efficient working environments, converting client needs into practical and achievable solutions.
As a « Workplace Strategy Consultant », your role is to analyse the needs of your B2B clients, to advise and support
them in their office design projects and in their transition to new ways of working.
The assignments can be very varied, and the subjects covered are many: redefining the layout of the working
environment, supporting employees and managers in this organisational transition, rethinking the return to the office after
Covid, these are just a few examples of projects to which you could contribute.
You will gradually be given more responsibilities and tasks:
Strategic framing and understanding of the customer context to assess the functioning of the organisation and identify specific
customer needs (location, space, company culture, process, etc.)
Analyse information and advise clients on solutions to improve their working environment
Design and implement intelligent change programmes to positively transform the workplace.

PROFILE
As a Workplace Strategy Consultant, we are looking for a dynamic and enthusiastic person who is willing to learn and
evolve in a rapidly changing industry.
The profile:
Master's degree in occupational psychology, management engineer, commercial, ...
Between 2 and 5 years of experience in the consulting, change or HR sector
Excellent knowledge of Dutch and English (min. level C1 in Dutch and English), ability to conduct a client meeting and write a report goed knowledge of French (min level B1)
Analytical mind, ability to synthesise
Excellent organisational skills
Ability to adapt your speech to different interlocutors
Comfortable co-leading a workshop
Good knowledge of MS Office (especially PP and Excel)
Solution oriented
Driving licence B
Ability to work independently and as a team player
Innovative thinking and the ability to clearly communicate your ideas (visually and verbally).

Keywords: work environment & business consultancy, consultancy, well-being at work, organisation consultant, Project
Manager

LANGUAGE
NL/ENG/FR

OFFER
A full-time, open-ended contract (38h/week with flexible working hours and possibility to work from home after training)
24 holidays (20 + 4 between Christmas and New Year)
Fixed salary + company car + fuel card + group insurance + hospitalisation insurance + meal vouchers of 8€/day + representation
expenses + eco vouchers and many other advantages
Working in a small team with passionate people and in a friendly atmosphere

Nice working environment!
In-house training from your colleagues who are experts in their field
Working for a company where service, know-how, team spirit and fun are key values
Free parking at your disposal.

Placed on:
Thu 15 July 2021
Location:
Brussels
PROFILE GROUP









Interested?
For more information:
Call NATHALIE HAUTPHENNE
at the number: 02 739 62 29





